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AbstractThe use of Ethernet in the fronthaul permits 
convergence and exploitation of statistical multiplexing gains of 
the new interfaces, but minimum latency and latency variation 
requirements may become challenging. The techniques proposed 
to meet these challenges are summarized. 
KeywordsMobile fronthaul, optical access networks, Ethernet 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The drive for ever-increasing data rates for mobile users 
requires shorter wireless distances, such as through the use of 
small cells, the use of the wider spectrum available at 
millimeter-wave frequencies and enhanced intercell cooperation 
and coordination.  Centralized- or Cloud-radio Access Networks 
(C-RANs) are seen an important in delivering this vision [1].  
However, up to now the technology used for the fronthaul 
connecting base station baseband unit pools to remote radio 
heads has been predominantly based on the transport of sampled 
radio waveforms, using industry standards such as the Common 
Public Radio Interface (CPRI).  Recent works have clearly 
indicated that CPRI-type transport will lead to infeasible bit-
rates for wide radio bandwidths, and especially if multi-antenna 
techniques to improve radio spectrum efficiency are employed 
[2]. 
Further efficiency gains for the fronthaul network can be 
obtained by transporting user data instead of waveform samples 
and making use of statistical multiplexing [3].  Such packet-
mode transport would also allow convergence with fixed access 
networks, potentially reducing costs through economies of scale 
and use of common, standardised network technologies.  The 
use of Ethernet is a prime candidate [3].  In this paper, we 
examine the fronthaul interface options that can enable more 
efficient transport network profiles than CPRI, and their 
requirements.  We then discuss how Ethernet can be used in this 
new, evolved fronthaul.  Finally, we provide an overview of 
technology requirements that will enable the aggregation of 
different traffic types at high rates that will be necessary. 
II. EVOLVED FRONTHAUL INTERFACE 
Many industry bodies and projects are now studying new or 
next generation fronthaul interface options for the RAN [4], [5].  
Fig. 1 shows some interfaces or split points in relation to LTE-
type network RAN functions, with options currently being 
discussed within 3GPP shown [5].  A typical base station is 
connected at split point 1.  Split point 8 is the current CPRI split, 
while the points between represent new possibilities.  In 3GPP 
terminology, there are now central units which can be 
increasingly virtualised (vCUs) instead of BBU pools, and 
distributed units (DUs), generally consisting of more than the 
radio functions of RRHs.  In general, moving the split point to 
the left relaxes latency requirements and reduces bit-rates, but 
possibilities such as joint processing of the wireless signals are 
lost.  There is also a more general classification between higher-
layer, non-real-time splits and lower-layer real-time splits.  For 
the lower-layer splits, both latency and latency variation (e.g. 
packet jitter) are important.  Finally, there is also a need for 
absolute time alignment, especially for coordinated transmission 
and reception schemes, requiring time reference signals to be 
transported. 
III. ETHERNET IN THE EVOLVED FRONTHAUL 
The evolved fronthaul may consist of a range of different 
split points, to enable co-existence with legacy fronthaul and 
backhaul, as shown in Fig.2, and with fixed access networks, 
and to enable service-dependent operation [3].  Ethernet 
provides the ability to mix different traffic types with statistical 
multiplexing gains possible.  It also provides standardised 
control and management functions, and timing through 
Synchronous Ethernet and Precision Timing Protocol (PTP  
IEEE 1588).  However, the packet mode transport does not 
inherently provide the synchronous operation inherent in CPRI, 
and any introduction of statistical multiplexing means that delay 
variability through contention is inevitable [3].  It is essential in 
such cases that appropriate transport profiles are defined for the 
relevant fronthaul interfaces; these must distinguish between 
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traffic types, attempting to give minimum latency and jitter to 
timing signals and control primitives, for example, without 
which complete radio frames might be lost.  Schemes for doing 
this, based on prioritizing and using techniques such as filling 
inter-packet gaps, pre-emption and time-aware scheduling, have 
been discussed within the IEEE P802.1CM Time-Sensitive 
Networks for Fronthaul group [6]. 
IV. HIGH DATA-RATE FRONTHAUL 
New functional splits are essential in making fronthaul bit-
rates feasible for forthcoming mobile networks, but once 
aggregated, very high bit-rates in the access network will still be 
necessary.  Low-cost, high bit-rate techniques, building on 
developments for data centre networks provide a direction for 
future research [7].  Additionally, overlaying on fixed access 
networks can be done through the use of point-to-point (PtP) 
WDM over a PON, as shown in Fig.3. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
New Ethernet transport profiles for the fronthaul based on 
new RAN functional splits enable feasible bit-rates and 
prioritization of different traffic types. Time-sensitive 
networking techniques have been proposed to meet the 
requirements of the most demanding latency and jitter-sensitive 
fronthaul traffic. High aggregate bit-rates must still be delivered 
at low-cost and convergent with fixed-access. 
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Fig.3 Overlaying the fronthaul on a PON using point-to-point WDM 
 
Fig, 2 Evolved Ethernet fronthaul/xhaul 
 
Fig, 1 RAN interface split points 
